Problem

QAnet [1] uses transformers that don’t suffer from long-term dependency information loss like RNNs do, but since they process entire sentences at a time, they can only learn from context their fixed input window. Before pre-trained models like BERT were introduced, QAnet was the top performer on SQuAD v1.

My Approach

I will work on adapting QAnet to SQuAD v2, which requires much more precise modeling given the occurrence of “no answer” questions. I will use the techniques introduced in Transformer-XL [2] to address the fixed window issue by reintroducing recurrence into transformers and storing previous hidden states in long-term memory (similar to an LSTM) and using them in the encoding of subsequent sentences.

Conclusions

The transformer-XL returned disappointing results, but this is likely due to an implementation flaw as the base QAnet does start learning after some time. I expect the transformer-XL architecture won’t revolutionize anything, but should be able to marginally improve performance. I think it’s definitely worth pursuing, as the existing ways of speeding up classic transformer architectures, especially since increasingly popular pre-trained models like BERT could benefit as well from these improvements. As such, I will continue trying to perfect my transformer-XL architecture, and will be satisfied once it beats my QAnet-based model.

Model Architecture

Figure 1: This is the original QAnet architecture [1].

My model uses a similar architecture to the original QAnet, with the following major exceptions:

Convolutional Embeddings

Similar to QAnet, I pass character embeddings through a 2D convolutional layer to learn inter-character relations, but I add an additional 1D convolutional layer on the combined character and word embeddings to learn relations between parts of words. Additionally, instead of a linear feedforward layer in each encoder block, I use convolutional layers to convolve over attention distributions.

Stacked Encoder Blocks

I use the same general architecture for the transformer encoder blocks as QAnet, except for the linear feedforward layer, which I substitute for a convolutional layer to capture any hidden relationships between attention distributions. For self-attention, I use MultiHead-Attention.
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Results

Figure 3: My final model architecture, which draws inspiration from both QAnet [1] and Transformer-XL [2].

Experiment Details

Dataset: modified SQuAD v2 provided in starter code
Inputs: Q, C, A
Output: start, end in C
Task: predict where A is in C
Evaluation metrics: F1, Em, AvNA
Baseline: provided word-embedding BiDAF models

Analysis

The base QAnet model performed well, albeit slowly. Due to time and Azure constraints, I was not able to train the model fully, but it did show much promise with an AvNA score of XXX, an F1 score of XXX, and an EM score of XXX. When I add the transformer-XL modifications, however, the model refuses to learn. This is not due to an incompatibility between the two architectures—they have been successfully merged before—but rather suggests an implementation flaw. I will spend the next couple of days ironing out these details. Some notable observations include:

- Adding just the convolutional embedding layer, however, seemed to have a marked effect on performance and scores well over the baseline on every metric.
- The transformer-XL did continue to improve its AvNA score over time despite the fact that its other scores steadily decreased.